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WHERE WE BEGAN

In 2016 founder, Lizzie Carr, became the first person to paddleboard the length of

England's waterways, solo and unsupported. Along the 400 mile journey, she

catalogued more than 3,000 photos of waste she found. 

From a single individual fighting the issue on a paddleboard, Planet Patrol has

grown rapidly and organically throughout the world. We now operate across UK,

Europe and USA through a large network of partners delivering clean ups to a

global community of volunteers.

IN THE PAST THREE YEARS:

Planet Patrol is a global movement sitting at the intersection of
wellbeing and environment, running clean ups across the world
combined with activities like paddleboarding, canoeing, yoga and
fitness.
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We're looking after the planet whilst simultaneously looking after
ourselves.  To date we've operated more than 400 clean ups globally,
reaching thousands of people and removing over 450 tonnes of litter
from the natural world.

Planet Patrol creates opportunities for litter picking as part of an activity.
Whether it's paddleboarding, yoga, parkour or plogging - there's
something for everyone. 

Combining activities with environmental action creates unique and meaningful

experiences for people to reconnect with nature and see first-hand the extent of the

crisis.

BUILDING VITAL EVIDENCE

At the time we launched, we couldn’t find a reliable, impartial and statically robust tool to

gather evidence about litter globally, so we built our own: the Planet Patrol app.

All litter collected is photographed and recorded in the Planet Patrol app by clean up

participants, adding to a global database of real-time information about the types,

brands and distribution of litter. The Planet Patrol app is simple to use and to make sure

you're fully briefed on it, we include a short introductory demo as part of the training call.

We’ve teamed up with the University of Glasgow and University of Nottingham to analyse

everything collected, providing valuable insight so we can inform and develop solutions

around policy changes, smarter packaging and responsible behaviours.

NOT JUST LITTER PICKING



A Planet Patrol clean up is simple. People litter
pick any litter they find whilst paddling or after
a yoga / parkour / fitness class - all led by you.

Everything collected during the clean up is
uploaded and tracked in the Planet Patrol app,
then included in the global database for
analysis. This part is crucial and your
contribution is vital. It's evidence that brands
and government can't ignore.

To date our volunteers have logged over
300,000 pieces of litter (not just plastic) across
82 countries. Our goal is to log 1 million pieces
and your clean ups will be a big part of this.

HOW CLEAN UPS WORK Our clean up partners deliver clean ups
on the ocean, on waterways and on land
following our blueprint

Over the years we've run hundreds of clean ups -

knowledge that we will share with you to make sure your

clean ups are impactful, sustainable and enjoyable.  

WHAT IS A PLANET PATROL CLEAN UP?



Promoting your organisation or classes and affiliation with Planet

Patrol to a new audience via our channels.

Recruiting new members to your club or class through Planet

Patrol for longer term retention. 

Access to Planet Patrol assets for use on your website. 

Marketing supporting and inclusion on promotional social posts

and other touchpoints with a combined total reach of 450K+.  

Alignment to a growing environmental movement that provides

tangible information about your direct involvement.

Grow awareness and support of your sport globally.

Make a difference and have an impact in your local area.

Involve the local community more in your business and

organisation.

Be part of a global world first initiative.

JOIN PLANET PATROL'S GLOBAL
NETWORK
Are you a paddlesports club, yoga instructor, parkour instructor
or PT? You are invited to become a recognised Planet Patrol
partner to run Planet Patrol clean ups - and we'd love to have
you involved. 

PARTNER BENEFITS



STEP ONE: Fill out our quick online application
form with your details. One of the Planet Patrol
team will then be in touch to organise a call to
discuss the format and guidelines around clean
ups. 

STEP TWO: After a call we will send you some
useful resources to support the delivery of your
clean ups, from social media to organisation.

STEP THREE: Provide us with the date, time,
location and number of participants for your clean
up and your logo and we'll get this listed on our
website and send you litter picking equipment.
 

STEP FOUR: Be part of the global movement. Let's
get started!

Want to get involved? 

Follow these simple steps and you'll be part
of the team. 

HOW TO GET INVOLVED



FAQS

WHAT QUALIFICATIONS DO I NEED?
You need to have an instructor qualification and have valid public liability insurance, and provide

evidence of this.

WHAT EQUIPMENT DO I NEED?
We provide buckets, litter picks and gloves to all partners who commit to running at least three

clean ups per year. Each clean up participant requires a bucket, litter pick and pair of gloves.

We can also recommend products and put you in contact with dealers. All Planet Patrol clean

ups are single-use plastic free (e.g. no disposable gloves or plastic bags used).

HOW MANY CLEAN UPS CAN I RUN IN A YEAR?
You can run as many clean ups as you like! We ask our reps to commit to a minimum of three

but there is no max. Most partners focus their clean ups during the summer months when the

weather is more reliable but we still have clean ups running through winter.

ARE CLEAN UPS FREE TO ATTEND?
Our clean ups are completely free to the public - they are inclusive and anyone can get involved.

People pay a refundable £10 deposit to secure their spot and equipment on the clean up.

HOW DO PEOPLE SIGN UP TO CLEAN UPS?
The sign up process is centralised and all participants must book a spot on a Planet Patrol clean

up via our website. We work with you to understand date / time / location and once this is listed

on our site (with your logo / club information)  we start promoting it across our channels. We also

provide you with marketing material to share across social media too. 

WILL I GET ANY TRAINING?
Yes. Once we have the clean up confirmed we will organise a 20 minute call to talk through how

the Planet Patrol app works, the template for how sessions should be run and supply you with

supporting documents for resource. 

We figured you might have a few questions about how
it all works and how you can become a recognised
partner
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Planet Patrol's media reach is more than 65 million
people globally. Lizzie Carr, Planet Patrol founder,
is an established and respected environmental
voice in the media.

IN THE MEDIA 
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TOGETHER WE'RE CREATING A
LEGACY OF POSITIVE SOCIAL

AND ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE

GET IN TOUCH TO
GET INVOLVED
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